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Abstract
Evolutionary tournaments have been used effectively as a tool for comparing game-playing algorithms. For instance, in the late 1970's, Axelrod
organized tournaments to compare algorithms for playing the iterated prisoner's dilemma (PD) game. These tournaments capture the dynamics in a
population of agents that periodically adopt relatively successful algorithms in the environment. While these tournaments have provided us with a
better understanding of the relative merits of algorithms for iterated PD, our understanding is less clear about algorithms for playing iterated
versions of arbitrary single-stage games in an environment of heterogeneous agents. While the Nash equilibrium solution concept has been used
to recommend using Nash equilibrium strategies for rational players playing general-sum games, learning algorithms like fictitious play may be
preferred for playing against sub-rational players. In this paper, we study the relative performance of learning and non-learning algorithms in an
evolutionary tournament where agents periodically adopt relatively successful algorithms in the population. The tournament is played over a
testbed composed of all possible structurally distinct 2×2 conflicted games with ordinal payoffs: a baseline, neutral testbed for comparing
algorithms. Before analyzing results from the evolutionary tournament, we discuss the testbed, our choice of representative learning and non-
learning algorithms and relative rankings of these algorithms in a round-robin competition. The results from the tournament highlight the
advantage of learning algorithms over players using static equilibrium strategies for repeated plays of arbitrary single-stage games. The results
are likely to be of more benefit compared to work on static analysis of equilibrium strategies for choosing decision procedures for open, adapting
agent society consisting of a variety of competitors.
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 Introduction
1.1
Learning and reasoning in single or multi-stage games has been an active area of research in multiagent systems (Banerjee, Sen, & Peng
2001;Bowling & Veloso 2001; Claus & Boutilier 1998; Greenwald & Hall 2003; Hu &Wellman 1998; Littman 1994, 2001; Littman & Stone 2001). In
particular, iterative versions of single-stage bimatrix games have been used to evaluate learning algorithms by multiagent researchers. Particular
games like the Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) have received widespread attention both in game theory (Axelrod 1985, 1987) and in multiagent systems
(Sandholm & Crites 1995). The goals of multiagent learning research include the design of algorithms that converge to an equilibrium strategy and
that play a best response to an opponent playing a stationary strategy (Bowling & Veloso 2002). Another goal is the prevention of the exploitation
of learning algorithms (e.g., Bully (Littman & Stone 2001) tries to exploit any learning algorithm). A desirable property of learners is that they
should not exhibit regret (Jafari et al. 2001;Bowling 2005). Solution concepts like Nash Equilibrium (NE) have been proposed as desired outcome
for rational play. We refer to a player who always plays a Nash strategy as a Nash player. Playing a Nash strategy is not, in general, the best
response to a sub-rational strategy. Against an unknown opponent, the use of a learning algorithm that adapts to the opponent algorithm can be
preferable to playing a pre-determined static strategy.
1.2
Prior learning research has largely focused on one-on-one play. Our goal is to identify approaches, learning or otherwise (for example, using
static equilibrium strategies), that will perform well in an open environment containing both rational and sub-rational algorithms, and when
evaluated over an extensive range of challenging games. We believe that real-life open environments will include a large diversity of agent
algorithms including rational and sub-rational, static and learning players. In particular, we study the evolution of a population of agents
repeatedly participating in a round-robin competition involving a varied set of representative games and periodically adopting relatively successful
algorithms, resulting in an evolutionary tournament. We believe that such evolutionary tournaments mimic real-life situations where users adapt
their decision mechanism based on their observed performance in the environment. The results in this paper help us understand and predict the
dynamics in the marketplace given realistic assumptions about initial algorithm distribution, stability of agent populations and selection schemes
used by agents. The equilibrium reached via such a dynamic, evolutionary process provides better characterization of real-world environments
composed of heterogeneous agents than static analysis of games to obtain rational equilibrium strategies. We believe that a study of such
evolutionary equilibrium is more useful for selecting a preferred decision mechanism compared to static equilibrium analysis like Nash equilibrium.
In such dynamic contexts, a preferred algorithm should be able to perform well over many situations and against many opponents, including itself,
which ensures that the algorithm performs robustly in different heterogeneous agents populations.
1.3
To ensure a diversity of algorithms in the population, agents using representative learning and non-learning algorithms are used to form the initial
population. At each generation of the evolutionary tournament, a round-robin competition is held where each agent plays against all other agents
and itself on a neutral but extensive testbed of games: the testbed is composed of all possible conflicted two-action, two-player games with a total
preference order over the four outcomes of the game [1]. This testbed represents a wide variety of situations, including often-studied games like
PD, the chicken game, battle of the sexes, etc. There are other testbeds for arbitrary number of players, arbitrary number of actions (Nudelman et
al 2004), but the class of conflicting two-action, two-player games provides a sufficiently rich environment for our purpose. Learners typically
know only their own payoff matrices but are assumed to be able to observe opponent actions. We, however, allow players like the Nash player or
Bully, to access the opponent's payoffs, which is necessary for the computation of their strategy. Lack of knowledge of opponent payoff is a more06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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realistic assumption in an open environment. To compensate for the disadvantage given to these static players, several iterations are played for a
given game, which gives the learning players an opportunity to adapt and respond effectively to the algorithm used by their opponent. We are
interested not in the outcome of individual games, but in evaluating the performance of a set of algorithms over all games. Consequently in the
iteration of the evolutionary tournament, the performance of an agent is measured by the cumulative payoff received over all iterations, games, and
opponents. All the games and opponents are equally important in this metric. For a given pair of algorithms, some games may impact the score
more than others, but we will not consider this level of detail in this paper. An agent selects the algorithm to use in the next generation of the
evolutionary tournament with the knowledge of the performance and algorithms of all (or a subset of) the agents. Also, we are not attempting to
construct an algorithm that would perform well in this environment. Our work is similar to Axelrod's work with a genetic algorithm in the context of
the prisoners' dilemma tournament (Axelrod 1987). In our experiments, the algorithms remains fixed throughout the evolutionary process.
Surviving algorithms from such evolutionary process are more robust and effective than extinct ones. Results from such tournaments show that
learning algorithms are more robust than non-learning algorithms and are preferable for such dynamic, heterogeneous populations.
1.4
In Section 2, we present the evolutionary tournament structure with the testbed, the setting of the round-robin competition used during each
generation of the evolutionary tournament and the selection mechanism used to determine the distribution of the algorithms in the successive
generations. In Section 3, we present the algorithms that are present in the initial population. Section 4 contains experimental results: first we
discuss results from a round-robin competition with one player per algorithm, and then we present results from the evolutionary tournament with
different selection mechanisms. Section 5 summarizes the main findings of this research and presents future research possibilities.
 Tournament Structure
2.1
In this section, we describe the evolutionary tournament structure. We start with the description of the matrices that will be used in the round-
robin competition in each generation along with the performance metric. Finally, we introduce the evolutionary tournament and present the
different selection mechanisms that determine the algorithm distribution in the population for successive generations.
Testbed: Structurally distinct 2×2 conflicted games with ordinal payoffs
2.2
We consider a subset of two-player, two-action games where agents have a total preference order over the four possible outcomes. We use one of
the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 as the preference of an agent for an outcome of the 2×2 matrix, 4 being the most preferred. Though these numbers
correspond to ordinal payoffs, we treat them as cardinal payoffs. We do not consider games where both agents have the highest preference for the
same outcome. These games are trivial to solve since no agent has any incentive to play anything but the action yielding the most preferred
outcome. The testbed contains only situation where a conflict exists and therefore is made of 57 structurally distinct (i.e., no two games are
identical by renaming the actions or the players) 2×2 conflict games as described in Brams (1994).
2.3
Nash equilibrium has been proposed as a solution concept for general-sum games. Strategies constitute a Nash Equilibrium when no player can
benefit by changing its strategy while the other players retain their current strategies. More formally, for a two-player game with payoffs given by
R and C, a pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium is a pair of actions (r*,c*) such that R(r*,c*) ≥ R(r, c*) 㱼r and C(r*,c*) ≥ C(r*,c) 㱼c. In a Nash equilibrium,
the action chosen by each player is the best response to the opponent's current strategy and no player in this game has any incentive for unilateral
deviation from its current strategy. A general-sum bimatrix game may not have any pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium. A mixed-strategy Nash
Equilibrium is a pair of probability vectors (π1
*, π2




* ≥ tπ*1·C·π2. Every finite bimatrix game has at least one mixed-strategy Nash Equilibrium. Another relevant concept is Pareto
optimality: an outcome is Pareto optimal if no player can improve its payoff without decreasing the payoff of any other player. If a single player
deviates from a Pareto optimal equilibrium to increase its payoff, the payoff of another player will decrease.
2.4
The testbed of 57 matrices represents all the distinct conflicted games with ordinal payoffs. 51 of these games have a unique Nash equilibrium (9
of these games have a mixed strategy equilibrium and 42 have pure strategy equilibrium), the remaining 6 have multiple equilibria (two pure and a
mixed strategy). Of the 42 games that have a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium, in 4 games the Nash equilibrium is not Pareto-optimal.
2.5
A given algorithm might perform well against some opponents in particular games, i.e., an algorithm might be more suitable in some situations
than others. A robust solution, however, should do well in a wide variety of games against a diverse set of opponents. We can expect the winner of
a tournament between a diverse set of algorithms and involving a wide variety of games to be a useful, robust solution applicable in a variety of
environments. In the context of a sizable population, an algorithm might be well suited to exploit some algorithms and in turn be exploited by
others. The net performance, therefore, will depend on the proportions of the different algorithms in the population. Hence, it is also important to
test the performance of the algorithms in evolutionary tournaments where the composition of the population varies over time with agents adopting
relatively successful algorithms at each generation.
Round-robin competition and performance metric
2.6
To eliminate the bias in the construction of the testbed matrices[2], each player plays every other player both as a column and a row player for each
of the matrices. Each agent must use the same algorithm for each game played against each opponent throughout the duration of the round-robin
competition. Some algorithms may be better than others against certain opponents and in some games. However, we are interested in evaluating a
set of algorithms over a variety of opponents and games. Although the agents can observe their own payoff matrices and the opponent's, we do
not allow the player to choose different algorithms for each game. To collect meaningful results with the learning agents, each game is iterated n
times. The net score of one player is the cumulative score obtained over all iterations of the games played against all players, including itself. To
summarize, for each pairing of two players, a player will play n iterations as a row player and n iterations as a column player on each of the 57
game matrices. The score of a player is computed by accumulating the payoffs of the n iterations for each game, i.e. over 57·2·n = 114n decisions,
for a particular opponent. When one algorithm is represented by one agent in the population, the round-robin competition provides us a head-to-
head performance comparison between any two algorithms. In addition, these results enable the computation of relative performance of any
algorithm given an arbitrary algorithm distribution in the population.
Evolutionary Tournament
2.7
The evolutionary tournament is run over a fixed-size population of agents over several generations and simulates a scenario where agents
periodically adopt more successful strategies in the environment. During each generation, agents in the population engage in round-robin
competition play and do not change their algorithm. We assume that players have no prior knowledge of the algorithm used by its opponent during
a game. At the end of a round-robin competition, the cumulative score represents the performance of the player in that generation of the06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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tournament. We assume that agents have knowledge of and can execute all algorithms. A round-robin competition provides relative performance
of any two algorithms, and a ranking of the algorithm for a specific distribution of the algorithms in a population. We assume that agents can
observe the ranking or the performance of the population (or a subset of the population). Under this assumption, an agent can decide to change its
algorithm in the next generation of the evolutionary tournament by adopting one that has been relatively effective in the current generation. In the
round-robin competition, a given algorithm may exploit some algorithms and may be exploited by others. An algorithm A might rank very well by
exploiting few specific algorithms and having only average performance against other algorithms. Agents using an algorithm that ranks poorly
may change it in favor of one that ranked well. After some generations, poor algorithms might become extinct and algorithms that once had good
cumulative score might no longer rank well, i.e. if the weak algorithms exploited by A were no longer present in the population, A may no longer
rank well. This can produce interesting algorithm distribution dynamics as the population evolves. We are interested in the nature of the
equilibrium that will be reached by the population: a single algorithm might be used by all agents, or a set of algorithms might coexist because of
mutual dependence. Agents in a population can use several selection procedures to choose their algorithm for the next generation. We want to test
different selection mechanisms and study the corresponding population dynamics. To select the algorithm distribution in the population for the
next generation, we considered three different schemes: fitness proportionate selection and tournament selection (Deb & Goldberg 1991) and a
third scheme that combines these two schemes.
The fitness proportionate selection mechanism requires the knowledge of the algorithm performance and algorithm distribution. With this
mechanism, an agent adopts an algorithm with a probability proportional to its relative performance in the current round-robin competition.
The tournament selection mechanism requires less information. We used a tournament size of two: an agent selects two agents from the
population randomly and adopts the algorithm of the agent that performed better in the last generation. For this mechanism, an agent needs
to know the performance and algorithm of only two other agents.
The modified tournament selection mechanism is a hybrid of the two previous selection mechanisms, and is described in Figure 1. Each
agent picks two agents with a probability proportionate to their scores (which has a flavor of fitness proportionate selection), and then
adopts the algorithm used by the more successful agent (tournament selection). This variant promotes algorithms that are doing well in the
population and corresponds to realistic scenarios where it is more likely that relatively successful agents will be noticed and their behavior
imitated by others in the population. The goal of selecting this third scheme is to obtain faster convergence to equilibrium algorithm
distributions. Note that the modified tournament selection mechanism imposes an even stronger selection bias for higher performing
individuals than produced by fitness proportionate (because it does not allow head-to-head comparisons, small absolute differences are not
recognized) or tournament (because parents are picked randomly rather than being biased by performance) selection alone. An algorithm,
which performed well in a generation, is likely to increase in proportion at the expense of below-average algorithms at a faster rate using the
modified scheme.
Figure 1. Modified Tournament Selection Algorithm for a population of N agents
2.8
The tournament selection mechanism presented in (Deb 1991) selects the best of the two algorithms with a fixed probability p with 0.5 < p ≤ 1 . In
order to facilitate convergence to an equilibrium distribution, we replace this fixed probability by an increasing function p of the score difference.
When the score difference is large, the best of the two algorithms is selected with a high probability. This models the situation that a player will be
able to differentiate more readily between two players if the score difference is large. If the score difference is small, however, this difference may
not be convincing enough to prefer one algorithm over the other. Accordingly, when the score difference is small, we select the best algorithm with
a probability close to 0.5. For intermediate score difference, an interpolated probability for selecting the better performing algorithm can be used
(see below for more detail).
 Game-playing Algorithms
3.1
We chose well-known learning and non-learning algorithms for the agent populations in our tournaments. We also include one algorithm that was
the winner in a local competition among university students. The algorithms used in our tournaments are:
Random: Actions are chosen from a uniform distribution over the action space. The use of this algorithm can also model a collection of other
algorithms represented in the population.
MaxiMin (M): The action chosen is the one that produces maximum lower payoff bound.
Nash (N): Plays one of the Nash equilibrium strategies (Nash 1951). A strategy combination (π1, ... , πn) is in Nash Equilibria (NE) if 㱼i,
ri(π1,..., πi,...,πn) ≥ ri(π1,..., π'i,..., πn), where rk(π1,...,πn) is the payoff of player k and π'i is any other valid strategy for i. This means that
at NE, no player has any incentive to unilaterally deviate from its current strategy. Strategy combination at NE is stable for non-
communicating rational players. We used Gambit (McKelvey 2005) to compute the different Nash equilibria for the games in the testbed. Note
that the computation of the Nash equilibria requires the knowledge of both players' payoff matrix (game played under complete information).
Out of the 57 games used in the testbed, 6 games have multiple Nash equilibria. Since it is unclear how non-communicating Nash players
will choose from multiple equilibria, we randomly selected the Nash equilibrium played.
Generalized Tit-for-Tat (GTFT): Tit-for-Tat is well-known in the context of the Prisoners' dilemma (PD) game and outperformed more
sophisticated algorithms in tournaments ran by Axelrod (1985). For PD, the tit-for-tat player cooperates if and only if the opponent
cooperated in the previous iteration. In our tournament, a generalized tit-for-tat player plays the action that the opponent played in the
previous iteration of any game, so GTFT mimics the last action of the opponent. This algorithm is purely reactive and takes into account only
the previous decision of the opponent.
Best Response to previous action (BR): A BR player can be viewed as an improvement on the GTFT algorithm: instead of playing the last
action i of the opponent, the player responds with the best response to i. The player playing the best response algorithm assumes that its
opponent is playing a pure strategy and responds optimally to it. BR is also purely reactive and models the opponent as a player either using
a pure strategy or one with a high inertia.
Fictitious Play (FP): This is the basic learning approach widely studied in the game theory literature (Fudenberg & Levine 1998). The player
keeps a frequency count of its opponent's decisions from a history of past moves and assumes that the opponent is playing a mixed strategy
represented by this frequency distribution. It then chooses a best response to that mixed strategy, with the goal of maximizing expected06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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payoff. This player models its opponent's behavior and tries to respond optimally. FP learns to respond optimally to an opponent playing a
stationary strategy.
Best response to Fictitious play (BRFP): This algorithm assumes that the population is composed of many learning agents using the FP
algorithm. Given that FP is a well-known learning algorithm used in repeated games, a player can reason that others may use FP, and hence
adopt an algorithm that responds optimally to it. Hence, we included BRFP in the set of algorithms used in our experiments. The BRFP player
models its opponent as an FP player: knowing its own history of actions, it can determine what an agent using FP would do, and it computes
the best response to the FP player's action. Note that this algorithm requires the knowledge of the opponent's payoff structure (game played
under complete information).
Bully: Bully (Littman & Stone 2001) is an algorithm that assumes its opponent uses a learning algorithm that generates a best response. Bully
takes advantage of the fact that a learning algorithm will, over time, respond optimally to a stationary strategy and leads it to play an action
that ensures a high payoff for Bully: the learning algorithm follows the behavior dictated by Bully. It is a deterministic, state-free algorithm
that chooses the action i* = argmaxi M1(i, ji
*), where, ji
*=argmaxjM2(i, j) and M1, M2 denote the payoff matrices of Bully, its opponent. This
means that Bully chooses that action which maximizes its payoff assuming the opponent will optimally respond to this action. Note that this
strategy also requires the knowledge of the opponent matrix (game played under complete information). The Bully player can be very
ineffective against a stationary player, e.g., in self-play. Bully can, however, adversely affect the performance of learners, and this is
particularly problematic in constant sum games.
Saby: The last algorithm that we have used was the one that won a local tournament between students in a multiagent systems course. This
learning algorithm assumes that the opponent is likely to respond to the learner's moves and tries to model the probability distribution of the
opponent's moves given the learner's last move. This is akin to a 2-level player compared to a 1-level player in (Mundhe & Sen 2000). For its
own action l, played in the last time period, the agent first calculates the conditional probability of action k of the opponent's next action to
be proportional to the average utility the opponent received for choosing action k the last t times the opponent played k when this player
played l in the previous time step. Hence, this algorithm uses the knowledge of the opponent's payoff. These numbers are normalized to
obtain the conditional probabilities the opponent is expected to use in choosing action in the next iteration. The agent then plays a best
response to that probability distribution.
3.2
We believe that not all of these algorithms would be used equally often in an open environment. It seems reasonable to assume that simple
algorithms such as R, GTFT, BR and M would be commonly used. In addition, Nash, because of the popularity of the concept of the Nash
equilibrium, and FP, as the basic learning approach, are also likely to be used. Under the assumption that a large proportion of agents are learning,
a minority of agents can possibly consider using Bully. We consider Saby as an algorithm that may be used by a very small minority of players, since
it is not a well-known algorithm. We have not considered pure strategy players, i.e., players who always choose a specific action, as the semantics
of any action varies considerably over the different games.
3.3
In our study, we are interested in two properties for characterizing the game-playing algorithms: the sophistication of the algorithm and whether
learning is used.
Simple versus Sophisticated algorithms
3.4
Random (R), Generalized-Tit-For-Tat (GTFT), Best Response (BR) and MaxiMin (M) are considered to be simple algorithms. The random algorithm
can be interpreted as the ensemble of behavior of a collection of different unidentified algorithms as well as behavior exhibited by inconsistent
players. On the other hand, we hypothesize that playing Nash equilibrium (N) is a sophisticated algorithm since there is no known algorithm that
computes a Nash equilibrium for an arbitrary game in polynomial-time (Conitzer & Sandholm 2003). In addition, fictitious play (FP), Best Response
to FP, Bully and Saby are considered to be sophisticated algorithms as familiarity with the game theory literature is probably necessary for someone
to develop or encode them.
Learning versus Non-learning algorithms
3.5
Random, Nash, MaxiMin, and Bully are static algorithms that do not respond to the opponent. GTFT and BR are simple, purely reactive algorithms
that can be considered as primitive learning algorithms. An agent using GTFT mimics the last action of the opponent. Instead of mimicking the last
action, an agent using BR plays the best response to that action. The remaining algorithms are learning algorithms. The FP algorithm is the basic
learning approach widely studied in the game theory literature. If we assume that many agents are using this basic learning approach, it can be
beneficial to use an algorithm which plays optimally against FP. Hence we use BRFP. The Saby algorithm presented above is also a learning
approach that assumes its opponent to consistently respond to its move in the immediately previous iteration.
 Experimental results
4.1
In the following, we first present results from a round-robin competition with one player per algorithm. This provides a ranking between all the
algorithms and head-to-head results that can be used to simulate runs of the evolutionary tournament. Then, we present results from the
evolutionary tournament with different selection mechanisms.
Round-robin competition with one player per algorithm
4.2
In this section, our goal is to evaluate relative performances of representative learning and non-learning approaches on a neutral but extensive
testbed against a collection of opponents. In the tournament we ran, each algorithm introduced in the previous section is represented by one
player. The maximum (minimum) possible payoff to an agent in any iteration is 4 (1). Each player plays every other player including itself, both as
row and column player for n iterations of each of the 57 games of the testbed. We first ran experiments to determine the number of iterations to be
used for the tournament. For a given number of iterations, we ran 20 tournaments, and the corresponding scores are presented in Figure 2. The
ranking of FP and Saby oscillates early on. With more iterations (more than 200), FP ranks first. This result suggests that the learning strategies are
performing well, even with a small number of itereations. More iterations enable the learning strategies to be better tuned. Also, since the score is
the total number of points accumulated over all the games played, increasing the number of iterations minimizes the impact of the initial period of
exploration for the learners. Large number of iterations gives an advantage to learning strategies over fixed strategies. We can also note that BRFP
and BR reach the same performance level after 500 iterations. The rankings of Nash and Bully remains the same thereafter.06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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Zoom around iteration 100
All iterations Zoom around iteration 500
Figure 2. Choice of the number of iterations
4.3
For all the following experiments, we use the results of the tournament with 1000 iterations. Table 1 contains the average score and standard
deviation over all the games of the testbed for one round-robin competition. The player using fictitious play wins the tournament, followed closely
by a player using Saby. Note that BRFP, FP and Saby, which are learning approaches that model their opponent's behavior, take three of the first
four places. It was surprising to see that best response to last move (BR), a simple, reactive algorithm, outperforms the Nash player. Also, there is
no statistical difference between BR and BRFP. The Nash player, which models its opponent as a rational player, comes in at the sixth position. The
generalized tit-for-tat player (GTFT), a good choice in a tournament setting involving only the Prisoners' Dilemma game, turns in a relatively
disappointing performance and finishes ahead of only the random player.
Table 1: Algorithm ranking based on round-robin competition with one player per algorithm
Rank Avg Score Algorithm std
1 FP 3.014 0.002




5 Bully 2.939 0.000
6 Nash 2.906 0.000
7 M 2.768 0.000
8 GTFT 2.751 0.008
9 R 2.388 0.001
4.4
Two observations are noteworthy in these results. First, the three learning players perform better than the Nash player. It might be the case that the
other players are taking advantage of the randomness introduced in the Nash player (in the cases where there are multiple Nash equilibria, or in the
case when the Nash equilibrium is a mixed strategy) [3]. It can also be the case that learning players play better against sub-rational algorithms like
BR. The second point of interest was the high ranking of BRFP: one can expect that the performance of the best response to fictitious play will
outperform FP. However, it was not clear how well BRFP would do against other players. One possible explanation is that perhaps BRFP is exploiting
FP to obtain a large payoff, and performing only satisfactorily against other players. To understand better this overall result, we analyze the head-
to-head performance of the algorithms in the round-robin competition, presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Head to head results - mean of the score over all interactions, obtained by the row player in the table, while playing against the column
player in the table.
Rank Avg Score Algorithm FP Saby BR BRFP Bully Nash M GTFT R
1 3.014 FP 2.950 2.950 3.027 2.999 3.081 2.943 3.081 3.101 2.994
2 3.003 Saby 3.090 2.986 3.040 2.934 3.080 2.929 3.079 2.989 2.904
3 2.951 BR 3.016 2.995 2.901 2.919 3.081 2.931 3.081 2.720 2.910
4 2.949 BRFP 3.040 3.122 3.133 2.906 2.797 2.921 2.884 2.858 2.879
5 2.939 Bully 3.116 3.116 3.116 2.871 2.696 2.891 2.783 2.976 2.888
6 2.906 Nash 2.908 2.930 2.926 2.930 2.811 2.933 2.898 2.922 2.899
7 2.768 M 2.696 2.698 2.696 2.713 2.626 2.734 2.626 3.134 2.994
8 2.751 GTFT 2.728 2.921 2.830 2.880 2.880 2.932 2.582 2.510 2.495
9 2.388 R 2.375 2.391 2.402 2.355 2.311 2.363 2.310 2.494 2.49406/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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Table 3: Head-to-head performance - net score difference of the row player in the table when playing against the column player in the table
Algorithm FP Saby BR BRFP Bully Nash M GTFT R
FP   -0.140 0.011 -0.040 -0.035 0.035 0.385 0.373 0.618
Saby 0.140   0.044 -0.188 -0.035 -0.001 0.380 0.067 0.513
BR -0.011 -0.044   -0.214 -0.035 0.004 0.385 -0.110 0.508
BRFP 0.040 0.188 0.214   -0.074 -0.009 0.170 -0.021 0.524
Bully 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.074   0.080 0.157 0.096 0.577
Nash -0.035 0.001 -0.004 0.009 -0.080   0.163 -0.010 0.535
M -0.385 -0.380 -0.385 -0.170 -0.157 -0.163   0.551 0.683
GTFT -0.373 -0.067 0.110 0.021 -0.096 0.010 -0.551   0.000
R -0.618 -0.513 -0.508 -0.524 -0.577 -0.535 -0.683 -0.000  
Table 4: Head to head results - standard deviation of the score obtained by the row player in the table while playing against the column player in
the table (the value of the standard deviation is the value of an entry times 10-3)
Algorithm FP Saby BR BRFP Bully Nash M GTFT R
FP 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 6.34 0.42
Saby 0.20 2.69 3.04 0.18 0.00 0.36 0.02 0.29 0.59
BR 0.00 3.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.00 9.69 0.49
BRFP 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.39
Bully 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.47
Nash 1.55 0.40 0.39 0.29 0.24 0.34 0.21 0.53 0.53
M 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.73
GTFT 9.28 8.03 6.36 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.56 0.53
R 1.92 0.62 0.49 0.45 0.52 0.77 0.45 0.51 0.50
4.5
We now describe head-to-head results over the 57 games, presented in Table 2. This table contains the average score obtained by the algorithm
whose name is on a row while playing against the algorithm whose name is on a column averaged over 20 instances of the tournament. We can
then compute the net difference of scores of the players by subtracting from Table 2 its transpose, and these results are presented in Table 3.
When an entry of Table 3 is positive, the row player is winning against the column player, whereas the opposite is true when the entry is negative.
The head-to-head results have a small standard deviation (see Table 4) due to the use of learning and random players. These head-to-head
results lead to the following conclusions:
Nash: Its gains primarily come from its games with the Random and the MaxiMin player; a net win of respectively 0.535 and 0.163. The other
results do not show significant gain or loss. Therefore, a Nash player performs significantly better than the non-learning, simple algorithms
but cannot dominate the learning algorithms.
FP: It loses noticeably against Saby (a net loss of 0.14). Although BRFP is designed to defeat the FP strategy, FP loses marginally against BRFP
(a loss of 0.040). The games against the random player, producing a net win of 0.618, play an important role in the ranking of this player.
BRFP: It is the best algorithm if the opponent uses BR or Saby. It loses narrowly against only Bully, GTFT and N. This is probably because the
last two algorithms are fundamentaly different from FP, the opponent expected by the BRFP player. The loss against Bully can be explained by
the fact that Bully manages to exploit the learning algorithm. BRFP obtains high gains against BR (which is a degenerate version of FP with a
memory of a single interaction), Saby and R (a net win of 0.214, 0.188 and 0.524 respectively). It gains only marginally from FP; for which it
is designed to play optimally with a net win of 0.040. Moreover, it is the only player that is able to defeat Saby significantly.
Saby: It noticeably outperforms FP with a net gain of 0.140. The algorithm also performs the best in self-play with a score of 2.986 (the
diagonal of Table 2 contains the self-play results), followed by fictitious play with a score of 2.950. Also, except for BRFP, it performs well
against most other strategies, losing only marginaly to Bully and Nash.
Bully: Head-to-head, Bully wins against all opponents, but it ranks fifth. This is in part due to the relatively poor performance in self-play




In this section, we investigate the effect of an evolutionary mechanism upon the algorithm distribution in a finite-size population playing a round-
robin competition at each generation. We want to find out the existence and the nature of the equilibrium algorithm distribution of the population
and the rate of convergence to that distribution when agents adopted relatively successful algorithms in the previous generation. These
simulations correspond to real life marketplace dynamics where agents adopt relatively successful decision mechanisms in their environments. We
investigate a sequence of scenarios where we incrementally introduce more sophisticated algorithms in the initial population.
4.7
We run tournaments with a population of 10,000 agents where the algorithms may or may not be uniformly distributed (all algorithms have equal
representation). To save computational cost, we simulate the tournament to avoid running the actual round-robin competition at each generation.
For a game between two players p1 and p2, the score obtained by pi, i 㱨{1,2}, is a sample drawn from a normal distribution of the corresponding
mean and variance from Table 2 and Table 4 respectively. This approximates the actual tournament since we draw the scores from independent
distributions.
4.8
For the function p , the probability to pick the best of the two algorithms, in Figure 1, we chose a linear function of the score difference. Table 3
provides the score difference between the algorithms. We picked a value δmax that is larger than any score difference, and we used the function
p(δ)=½(1+δ/δmax). When δ is close to zero, p is close to ½ and when the score difference is larger, tends to 1. In the experiments presented in this
paper, we use δ=0.7.06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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Experimental results from evolutionary tournaments
4.9
We now present results from evolutionary tournaments with different initial population compositions. We start by showing results of a population
that uses only simple algorithms. We then present experiments where more sophisticated algorithms are present in the initial population. We show
that a small number of agents using sophisticated algorithms can substantially alter the dynamics of the evolution of the population. These
experiments are performed using the traditional and modified tournament selection mechanisms. The last set of experiments compares the
populartion dynamics when the three different selection mechanisms are used.
Simple Algorithms and injection of few rational players
4.10
In the first set of experiments, we consider a population of agents using simple algorithms: the initial population is composed of agents using R,
GTFT, M, and BR, with 2,500 agents representing each algorithm. This population quickly converges to a population using exclusively BR. To
observe the effects of a more complex algorithm in a mixed of these simple algorithms, we introduce a small number of agents using Nash (N): 1%
of the agents initially uses N, the rest of the population uses the other algorithms in equal proportions. We observe that even with such small initial
proportion of agents using N, N takes over the entire population. The corresponding population dynamics is represented in Figure 3. We show the
results with two selection mechanisms: tournament selection and its modification. We can see that convergence is faster with the modified
tournament selection. This conclusion will also be corroborated in other experiments later in the paper.
4.11
From the head-to-head results of Table 2, we can infer that the performance of BR and Nash should be similar in this population. The payoffs
obtained by these two algorithms against the other algorithms are very close except against M and GTFT: compared to N, BR gets a higher payoff
against M, but N does better against GTFT compared to BR. From Table 2 again, we can see that BR should perform better than M (M is better than
BR against GTFT and R, but BR is better in self-play and against N, M and GTFT), which explains why the percentage of agents using BR grows
faster than the percentage of agents using M in the first iteration. R, GTFT and M, which perform worse than N and BR, become extinct. When only
BR and N remain, BR is slightly better than N in head-to-head matches, but the difference is negligible compared to the self-play performance
where N does slightly better. Hence, the population converges to N.
4.12
These results show that the Nash algorithm dominates the population when pitted against static or simple reactive algorithms and this result is
primarily due to better self play. This is akin to the tit-for-tat strategy's success in PD tournaments involving heterogeneous strategies.
Figure 3. Evolutionary Tournament with 5 algorithms (1% Nash and equal proportion of R, GTFT, BR and M) with tournament selection (left) and
modified tournament selection (right)
Introducing FP
4.13
In the next set of experiments (see Figure 4), the initial population contains 1% of learning agents using the FP algorithm, and the remaining
population uses R, GTFT, N, BR and M in an equal share. This configuration gives rise to an interesting dynamics: 1) the Nash algorithm is initially
adopted by a significant portion of the population, but thereafter decreases in popularity and becomes rapidly extinct; 2) the population of agents
using BR first increases and then stabilizes at a slightly lower value; 3) the learning algorithm FP, even when initially used by a minority of the
population, is ultimately preferred by a majority of the population members and reaches a mixed equilibrium with BR.
4.14
During the first few generations, agents using FP obtain the best score. From Table 2 and 3, we see that FP scores more than N against all
opponents. In addition, FP scores more than BR against BR, N, GTFT and R. Also, FP and BR perform equally well when they play against M, but BR
scores more than FP when playing against FP. This explains that, during early generations, FP scores better, hence more agents adopt this
algorithm. Among the remaining algorithms, as noticed above, agents using BR and N perform the best, with a marginal advantage for N, and the
other algorithms are exploited. During the first few iterations, since the number of agents using FP is small, the behavior of the Nash and BR
algorithm resembles the dynamics in Figure 3: the Nash algorithm is preferred by most of the population. When R, GTFT and M become extinct,
some agents in the population are still using the BR algorithm. Thereafter, when only BR, N and FP are present, the population converges to a
mixed population of agents using FP and BR. We can see in Table 3 that N loses head-to-head competing against BR and FP. Although Nash
performs better than BR in self-play, it is not enough to counter the head-to-head losses and hence the agents abandon the Nash algorithm. Note
that BR loses head-to-head against FP (by a small margin) and that FP performs better in self-play. Hence when an equal number of agents use
each algorithm, more agents will adopt FP. From Table 2, we see that when the opponent is an FP player, an agent using BR scores more than an
agent using FP, and the results are reversed when the opponent is a BR player. These performance differences allow for a mixed equilibrium, when
65.6% of the population uses FP[4], as observed in Figure 4. We do observe minor fluctuations around the theoretical fixed point due to sampling
error from a finite population. The convergence to a stable population with different strategies is an interesting example of mutual dependence of
these strategies.
There are two important observations from this representative population:
In heterogeneous population, a learning algorithm like FP is preferable to the more commonly advocated static, rational player, e.g. the Nash
algorithm;
A simple, reactive mechanism like BR can benefit from the presence of more sophisticated learning schemes like FP and outlive other
sophisticated rational algorithm like Nash in the long run.06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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Figure 4. Evolutionary Tournament with 6 algorithms (1% FP and equiproportion of R, GTFT, BR, MaxMin, Nash each) with tournament selection
(left) and modified tournament selection (right)
Introducing BRFP and Saby
4.15
Next, we ran an experiment where Saby and BRFP are used by 1% of the population each and R, GTFT, BR, M, Nash and FP are used in equal
proportion by the remaining population. The outcome of the evolutionary tournament (see Figure 5) is a mixed population of agents using Saby,
FP, and BRFP. We conclude that more sophisticated learning players will eventually dominate the population if agents adopt algorithms that are
more successful. The theoretical equilibrium occurs for 21.8% of agents using FP, 58.1% of agents using BRFP, and 20.1% of agents using Saby.
Given the results of the round-robin competition (4.2), it is not as a surprise that these three algorithms do well. It is interesting, however, to
observe a mixed equilibrium distribution. It is also interesting that the algorithm that wins the round robin competition (4.2) does not have the
larger share of the population. This is due to the fact that, if the competition was limited to only these three strategies, BRFP would place first,
followed by FP and then Saby. From Tables 2 and 3 we can see that BRFP wins head-to-head against both FP and Saby, and it is therefore not
surprising that BRFP is used by the majority of agents. It is interesting to note, however, that although FP loses head-to-head against both Saby,
and BRFP, it still survives the evolutionary process. When we examine the scores obtained by FP, Saby and BRFP against BRFP in Table 2, we see that
FP's results are higher than Saby and BRFP. Hence, if the proportion of BRFP is large, FP agents will be able to gain from their presence. Saby agents
are losing head-to-head against BRFP agents, but they can make up by exploiting FP agents.
Figure 5. Evolutionary Tournament with 8 algorithms (1000 each of R, GTFT, BR, M, Nash, FP, BRFP, Saby), using modified tournament selection
Experiments with Bully
4.16
BRFP agents assume that a significant proportion of agents in the population use FP and plays optimally against these agents. If a significant
proportion of agents are using learning algorithms, one can use the static Bully algorithm that leads the learner to play an action that is beneficial
to Bully. In the next set of experiments, we first consider an initial population containing the simple algorithms with FP and Saby, but no agent
using BRFP. This population converges to a mixed population where agents using Saby and BR algorithms coexist (see Figure 6). We next introduce
a few agents using Bully. Interestingly, the corresponding graph from Figure 6 shows that even when a small initial proportion of agents use Bully,
they are able to survive by exploiting agents using Saby. In both of these situations, agents using FP are exploited mainly by agents using Saby,
and FP becomes extinct after a few iterations. In the presence of the Bully algorithm, the population converges to a distribution where Saby, BR and
Bully coexist. Even though Bully is not able to dominate the population, its presence has a tangible impact on the evolutionary dynamics. It is also
interesting to note, as shown in Table 3, that Bully does not lose head-to-head against any other algorithm. It, however, does not perform well in
self play. These experiments show that stationary algorithms can survive by exploiting learning ones.
Tournament Selection Modified Tournament Selection
No Bully
initially
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Figure 6: Evolutionary tournaments including learning algorithms with or without Bully
Comparison of different selection mechanisms when all the algorithms are present.
4.17
In the previous experiments (Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6), we provided results from the Tournament selection and its modification. These figures show
that the modified tournament selection scheme converges faster in general than the traditional tournament selection and that both schemes
produce the same equilibrium. In this section, we describe results from simulations where all algorithms listed in section 3 are present in the initial
population and we study the dynamics of the population with three different selection mechanisms. We assume that a relatively small proportion of
agents (1%) use the complex algorithms Bully, BRFP, and Saby in the initial population while the rest of the population is equally distributed among
the simple algorithms. Results from experiments with different selection mechanisms are presented in Figures 7a, 8a and 9. All the three selection
mechanisms converge to a mixed population of agents using Saby, FP and BRFP algorithms. It is also interesting to note that the three selection
mechanisms have similar dynamics, albeit on different scales. At the beginning, as expected from the head-to-head results presented in Table 2,
Nash, BR, FP, Saby, BRFP and Bully increase in proportion in the population. Random, MinMax and GTFT decrease and disappear from the
population. Then, as observed in previous cases, the percentage of agents using Nash decreases, due to its exploitation by the learning strategies.
The next "victim" of the presence of the learner and Bully is BR. Subsequently, because of the presence of more agents using FP, BRFP agents profit
from the increased exploitation opportunity. Hence, the proportion of FP agents decreases and the proportion of BRFP agents increases. Then, the
proportion of Bully, which was growing at the same speed as the proportion of Saby, starts to decrease due to its relatively low score on self play
and because there are less BR and FP agents that Bully can exploit. When the proportion of Bully agents starts to decrease, the proportion of BRFP
increases at a faster rate. Bully is the only algorithm that defeats BRFP in the current population. As BRFP increases, Saby starts to decrease (from
Table 2 and 3, BRFP defeats Saby). Finally, with lower percentage of Saby, FP makes a comeback and the population reaches a mixed equilibrium
with a large fraction of BRFP agents and a smaller, roughly equal, share of Saby and FP agents. This equilibrium is the same as above.
(a) Modified tournament selection (b) 99% Modified tournament selection and 1% random selection 
Figure 7: Modified tournament selection with all algorithms.
(a) Tournament selection (b) 99% Tournament selection and 1% random selection 
Figure 8: Tournament selection with all algorithms.
4.18
Tournament selection needs 300 iterations to converge when the modified tournament selection needs 200 iterations to reach equilibrium (see
Figure 7a and Figure 8a respectively). As expected, the modification of the selection scheme with stronger selection bias leads to faster
convergence. Experiment using the fitness proportionate selection mechanism (see Figure 9) produces near-equilibrium distributions after more
than 1,200 iterations. This is much slower compared to the other selection mechanisms. The equilibrium reached by the fitness proportionate
selection mechanism is 'smoother' than the equilibrium obtained by the tournament selections: tournament selection and its variant result in
populations oscillating around the theoretical equilibrium distribution, which is due to higher sampling noise in those schemes.06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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Figure 9. Fitness Proportionate Selection with all algorithms
4.3.6 Noisy Selection
4.19
We also performed experiments where agents select a strategy at random with a probability of 0.01 for the tournament-based selection
mechanisms. This corresponds to random error or noise in the selection procedure and can ensure preservation of all algorithms in the population.
Hence, the nature of the equilibrium is slightly different. Addition of random selection does not significantly alter the speed or nature of
convergence (see Figures 7b and 8b), although we observe small oscillations around the equilibrium in both tournament selection and its
modification. We believe that the random selection of the two agents in the tournament selection incorporates some noise in the selection process
and hence, the effect of minor additional noise has no substantial effect. The additional random selection, however, ensures that all algorithms are
present in the final population, albeit in very small proportion. The primary beneficiary of this process is the Bully algorithm as it has the highest
surviving percentage among algorithm s that did not survive without this selection noise. Compared to experiments without random selection
where Saby and FP have almost an equal share at equilibrium, the introduction of noise increases Saby's share and decreases FP's share.
 Conclusion
5.1
We have evaluated several representative learning and non-learning algorithms using an evolutionary tournament where agents adopt relatively
successful algorithms from the previous generation. During each generation, a round-robin competition is played over a testbed of two-player
two-action iterative single stage games. The testbed consists of all structurally distinct 2×2 conflicted ordinal-preference games and provides a
fair and extensive set of testing scenarios. Evolutionary tournaments provide valuable insights into the performance of decision mechanism in
real-life marketplaces where users are likely to adopt those strategies that have been observed to return higher payoff in their environment.
Correspondingly, these results also allow us to choose decision strategies to use in such dynamic market conditions. Hence, experiments like ours
are likely to be of more benefit compared to work on static analysis of equilibrium strategies for choosing decision procedures for open, adapting
marketplaces consisting of a diversity of competitors with varying expertise, knowledge and capabilities.
5.2
When we consider only a round-robin competition with one player per algorithm, the Nash player is dominated by learning approaches. Though
the actual ranking is dependent on the exact set of players involved, it can be argued that the learning players will typically outperform non-
learning players when there is a variety of players in the tournament. We also notice that the learning players perform better in self-play. This is
because most static strategies and even Nash equilibrium are not necessarily efficient, i.e. they may not produce Pareto-optimal outcomes. It also
came as a surprise that, averaged over all the games in the testbed, the Nash player could significantly outperform only the random player. In
addition, the fictitious play player loses out to the player who plays best response to it, and can only fare well by outperforming the random player.
5.3
In the evolutionary tournament, the learning algorithms, including fictitious play and a best response to it, outperform players like Nash and survive
the evolutionary process: the Nash algorithm cannot survive when learning algorithms are present in the initial population. Learning algorithms
may not always take over the entire population and some stationary algorithms, like Bully can coexist with them. To test the robustness of these
results, we ran experiments using three different selection mechanisms: fitness proportionate, tournament selection, and a hybrid algorithm
designed to increase the speed of convergence that adds a flavor of fitness proportionate in tournament selection. Although the speed of
convergence differs, the modified tournament selection being the fastest, the nature of the equilibrium reached with the three selection schemes is
similar.
5.4
The performance of the algorithms in this study is aggregated over many games. It would be interesting to provide an analysis tailored for
individual or a given subset of games. Also, while the current sets of experiments are run over all structurally distinct conflicted 2×2 games with
ordinal payoff, it would be interesting to see if these results generalize to large samples of randomly generated n×n games with cardinal payoff. In
this paper, we studied the evolution of population using different initial algorithm distributions. In some cases few good agents can take over an
entire population. We are planning to further investigate the effect of initial algorithm distributions on equilibrium distributions and the importance
of the selection mechanism used in the evolutionary process. Running similar tournaments with more sophisticated learning algorithms developed
recently (Bowling 2005; Barnerjee & Sen 2007; Crandall & Goodrich 2005) can also produce useful insights for their effectiveness in open
environments.06/30/2007 10:59 PM Stéphane Airiau, Sabyasachi Saha and Sandip Sen: Evolutionary Tour…parison of Learning and Non-Learning Algorithms for Iterated Games
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 Notes
1 A conflicted game is a game where no joint action can provide the most preferred outcome to all players.
2 For a given game in the testbed, there exists structurally equivalent games (that can be obtained by renaming the actions or the players), but
none of the equivalent games is present in the testbed. All the games in the testbed are therefore structurally distinct. For each game structure, our
selection of the representing matrices has introduced a bias: playing as a column player introduces an advantage.
3 Games with multiple Nash equilibria, rational agents will face a problem of equilibrium selection. Since the agents do not communicate, they may
often select different equilibria and hence reach an undesirable outcome. A simple example is the coordination game, where each of the two
agents gets 1 if they play the same action and 0 otherwise. There are three Nash equilibria, two pure strategies and one mixed strategy. One pure
strategy equilibrium is when both players play the first action and other pure strategy equilibrium is when both players play the second action. In
the mixed equilibrium, both the players play each action with probability 0.5. Therefore there is a significant chance that both players end up
playing different actions and get 0.
4When there are two algorithms i and j present in the population, we can easily compute the score obtained by any agent as a function of the
proportion fi of algorithm i in the population (1-fi is the proportion of algorithm j in the population). From Table 2, let hij denote the score obtained
by an agent using algorithm i when playing against an agent using algorithm j. The score of an agent using algorithm i is si(fi)=fi·hii+(1-fi)·hij and
the score for agent using algorithm j is sj(fi) = fi·hji+(1-fi)·hjj. If si(fi)>sj(fi) or si(fi)<sj(fi) for all fi㱨[0,1], one algorithm will be ultimately used by
all agents in the population. Otherwise, there exists a fixed point fi
* where the two algorithms coexist: 㱽fi
*㱨[0,1] | si(fi
*)=sj(fi
*): all the agents have
the same score. Let us consider the case where si(fi) is a decreasing function of fi (sj(fi)=1-si(fi) is then an increasing function) and we have 㱼fi <
fi
*, si(fi)>sj(fi) and 㱼fi > fi
*, si(fi)<sj(fi). For fi < fi
*, the number of agents using algorithm i increases since those agents have better performance.
However, with the increase in the number of agents using i, the performance of agents using i decreases whereas the performance of agents using
algorithm j increases. When fi >fi
*, agents using the algorithm j outperform those using algorithm i and hence, the proportion of algorithm j now
increases. This process repeats until the population reaches the equilibrium point. This shows that the fixed point is an attractor. Similarly, a
theoretical equilibrium can be calculated for n strategies by solving the following problem: 㱼 (i,j) ri = rj where ri=Σj fj hij, Σifi=1 and fi 㱨 [0,1] 㱼i.
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